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Six selfless climbers working hard to keep our crags safe, 
healthy, and open

The 
Givers

It is early February and too spring to be true at the Obed in Eastern Tennessee. We warm 
up on steep jugs, clipping bolts and arriving at bomber chains. Then, in a futile attempt to 
sample the thuggy local style, we choose Solstice (5.12), a vertical face to a 90-degree 
ceiling. Permadraws dangle from the roof but not the face. We will have to toprope the 
first half of the climb or else do some nightmare tramming to retrieve our draws.

While we rest between burns, a local appears. Friendly and supportive, she chirps, “Oh, you’re getting on 
Solstice! That’s my project! It’s too bad it sucks to clean. They came 
and rebolted the route, and then didn’t replace the permadraws on 
the lower half. I’m not sure why….”

I pause before responding. “Who is ‘they?’”
I’ll admit it, I’ve used the word many times myself: They. They 

need to replace these bolts. They ought to do trail work. They should 
fix that anchor. They need to install a bathroom. After five years 
climbing, I have only now started realize who they might be.

Unfortunately, I’m not alone. How many of us put much thought 
into these matters? With climbing comes a culture of dirtbagging, 
of selfishness, of living on the cheap in order to fund the next trip, 
and with that an implicit nod to taking handouts. The draws are al-
ready hanging? Awesome. Someone put in new anchors? Too cool. 
The stewardship event is offering free breakfast? Incredible—I’ll 
stop by the food table before I ditch the trail day for my project.

Climbing is growing. Bolts are getting older and trails more 
eroded. Our public lands are being threatened. At the time of pub-
lication, congressmen in Utah have been trying to reverse Obama’s 
national-monument designation for the Bears Ears region (a 
1.9-million-acre swath of land that includes Indian Creek), hand-
ing the land over to private companies. Think gas exploration, min-
ing, road development, and motorized vehicles, not rock art, quiet 

canyons, and splitter sandstone climbing. In the last few years, our 
sport has been all across the media—the Dawn Wall circus, the 
Olympics, Ashima and Coca-Cola. In 2017, climbers can no lon-
ger hide in our vans and free campgrounds, do a few pitches, come 
back to the campfire at night, and hope no one bothers us.

At the same time, the climbing community is still small enough 
that individual action can effect change. We have the ability to em-
body a vision of democracy, and organizations like the Access Fund 
and its local affiliates exist for this reason. And yet we’re struggling 
to catch on; it’s all too easy to spot issues and complain, thinking 
that someone (they) isn’t doing their job.

This article presents a picture of the small and growing minority 
of climbers working to keep crags open, trails easy to navigate, and 
routes safe. They are climbers like you and I: The computer engineer, 
the 5.14 climber, the under-the-radar local; the community organiz-
er, the dad, the wandering soul; the guy who couldn’t see the need 
and not meet it, the social butterfly, the woman too stoked to not 
get involved. All six climbers profiled here share one common trait—
they have all realized that community only works if each individual 
takes ownership. They have all asked, “If I don’t do it, who will?” 

They are owning it.

North Carolina local 
and self-motivated crag 
steward Nathan Brown 

doing his ground-up 
thing on the first ascent 
of TK ROUTE (5.TK), TK 

PLACE.
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T he alarm blasts at 5 a.m., and after grabbing breakfast, Ben Scott shuts the door 
softly behind him, hoping not to wake his wife and child at their home in Fort 
Collins, Colorado. He hops into his truck, cranks some electronic music, and 

begins the 40-minute drive to the Poudre Canyon as dawn sweeps across the horizon. 
Scott parks and grinds for 20 minutes up the canyon’s steep, rocky northern flanks to 
the Amphitheater, a 70-foot swell of orange rock. Here, he jugs a line to drill a few bolts 
on his project, Monstro, which he’ll eventually free at 5.13c. The drill bit barely cool, 
Scott runs downhill and jumps in his truck. He needs to drive home, make lunch for he 
and his wife, drive his son to preschool, and then head 
into the office, where he works as a graphic designer.

Ben Scott is proof that you can have a family, work a full-time 
job, send 5.14, and volunteer on the board of your local climb-
ers’ coalition. Scott has been president of the Northern Colorado 
Climbers’ Coalition (NCCC) for seven years now, and has helped 
the Fort Collins climbing community blossom with new routes, 
free guidebooks, climbing and stewardship events, established 
trails, and shiny, new hardware.

Scott carves out time for these endeavors because of a belief in 
protecting and managing our climbing areas for future genera-
tions. “I enjoy all aspects of rock climbing, and giving back through 
stewardship is a crucial part of that lifestyle to me,” Scott says. It’s 
not that he was uniquely suited to do this work and met some sort 
of secret “president of a climbers’ coalition” criteria. Rather, Scott 
decided the work mattered—to him and to the community.

A few years ago, Scott and the NCCC started a Fixed Anchor 
Initiative at Lory State Park, near Horsetooth Reservoir, allowing 
for anchor replacement and installation of new fixed protection 
through an application process. The NCCC has since established or 
brought back to life multiple moderate trad and sport routes, such 
as the classics Great Corner (5.9), Tears of a Clown (5.12b), and 
Gravities Rainbow (5.12b). And in a world where many active first 
ascentionists focus on routes at their own limits—and that are 
often out of reach of most climbers—this effort has provided the 
climbing community with another moderate crag with about 20 
climbs from 5.6 to 5.12d, a gift to a growing population.

“It’s easy to think, ‘The next person will pick up that bit of 
trash.’ It’s also easy for people to spot access issues or complain 
about management issues,” says Scott. “But it takes heart and de-
termination to step up and really change something for the better.” 

Left: Ben Scott, indefatigable 
president of the Northern 

Colorado Climbers’ Coalition. 
Below: Scott on If 6 Was 9 

(5.13+ open project), Colors 
Crag, Poudre Canyon.

Below, left: Matthew 
Ulery takes time out from 
his work with the BACC to 
sample Castle Rock State 
Park’s sandone. Right: 
Ulery at the BACC’s Glen 
Canyon clean-up in 2016.

The Climbers'  
Coalition President

The Community Organizer
land managers to haul out 1,000 pounds of trash over the last four 
years, rebuild the climber access trails, and remove graffiti from 
the rock. Additionally, the BACC, along with the American Safe 
Climbing Association, has been replacing old and unsafe bolts at 
local cliffs. They recently received final approval from Castle Rock 
State Park to replace many of the 600 bolts on the sandstone crags. 

Instead of seeing the downside of more climbers in the Bay Area, 
Ulery celebrates how our increased numbers now give us a “seat at 
the table” in policy decisions. Throughout his time on the BACC, 
Ulery has forged a friendly rapport with the local park employees. 
Land managers might seem intimidating, eager to rescind our crag-
ging privileges; however, in Ulery’s experience, they love working 
with the climbing community, one of the stronger and more proac-
tive user groups. The rebolting process at Castle Rock State Park, 
for example, was only made possible because the BACC worked for 
over four years with the park, straining to find common ground in 
meetings, showing commitment by attending and helping out with 
events, building relationships, and letting time and bad blood pass. 
Today, the BACC’s relationship with the state park resembles, more 
than anything, that of a team.  

As gym-bred climbers flock to our sport, Ulery welcomes them as members ready to learn and contribute 
rather than focusing on any behavior that tends to confound or anger old-schoolers. Ulery and the BACC 
work with Touchstone Climbing to host monthly “Gym to Crag” workshops, educating climbers on leave-
no-trace ethics and best practices, and providing them with the opportunity to transfer knowledge into 
action at their many local Adopt-a-Crag events. Sure, the newbies need guidance; however, argues Ulery, 
get people hooked on climbing, and all of a sudden we have an eager audience in which to instill a love for 
wild places and the corresponding ethics to practice. And that, Ulery believes, is community.

M atthew Ulery might look like your typical 
California climber. The 35-year-old from 
Oakland works at Touchstone Climbing’s 

Berkeley Ironworks, makes weekend trips to Bish-
op, sports a Bay Area hipster beard, and owns a dog 
named Barry. However, a few years ago, Ulery real-
ized more and more of his ilk were flocking to climb-
ing—gyms were becoming crowded, the parking lots 
at the crags overrun, and trails receiving more impact 
than they could handle. So, instead of retreating into 
nostalgia for the good ol’ days, Ulery hatched a plan. 
In 2013, he founded the Bay Area Climbers’ Coalition 
(BACC), a volunteer-run 501c3 nonprofit focused on 
climber stewardship and access in the Bay Area. Now, 
the organization boasts 1,500 members. 

Throughout the last four years, the BACC has worked alongside 
the Access Fund to host stewardship events, identify needs in the 
community, and communicate with land managers to meet these 
needs. At Summit Rock in the South Bay, the BACC partnered with 
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The Man of Solo Action

From left: Nathan Brown on P1 
of his Stopperhead Arête (5.10+), 
Shortoff Mountain; on P1 of 
his FA Just Another Pretty Face 
(5.10c), Shortoff; chilling in the 
North Carolina backcountry.

sion Granite on Laurel Knob, you have Brown to thank for a few of 
the bolts he placed following his first ascent, protection that prevents 
the risk of a 50-foot fall on insecure, slabby 5.10. 

When compared to the other folks profiled here, Brown is a bit of a 
loner: He’d rather clean swaths of untouched rock or go out with his 
dogs to work on trails than join a group of 50 local climbers for a trail 
day. “I like to go and get shit done just to get it done, not just when 
they’re handing out prizes,” he told me. The impetus behind his stew-
ardship work is a sense of responsibility. While Brown agrees that 
organized stewardship and crag cleanup days have their place—let-
ting land managers know the community is involved while providing 
a platform for members to give back—he advocates for more intrin-
sic motivation. He envisions a community in which every climber 
takes personal ownership of the cliffs, and doesn’t just look to crag 
days and coalitions for guidance.

Brown’s hand-swaged cables attached to nuts slotted in cracks, 
anchors that he places atop his climbs, line the crags in North Caro-
lina. Once, while we climbed together at the Linville Gorge, he grew 
frustrated to see that steel biners he had placed on the anchors of 
Supercrack had been removed. “I just don’t get it,” said Brown. “Are 

people just out for themselves? Are they selfish, or just ignorant?” For Brown, climbing is synonymous with 
community—in his ideal world, we would all see it as our role to take care of the crags and each other’s safety.

Recently, the Carolina Climbers Coalition hosted a trail day at a local crag that had been devastated by 
a wildfire. One of the projects was a set of steps; volunteers worked for a few hours before heading up to 
climb. The next day when Brown showed up to rope solo, he saw the half-finished steps and, instead of 
climbing, spent his day finishing the job. It wasn’t the first time he’s finished what others have left undone. 
It’s just what he does.

I n early February, Nathan Brown weaves his way 
along the rim of the Linville Gorge, through the 
sub-alpine-feeling terrain in western North Caroli-

na’s Pisgah National Forest. He pauses to throw branch-
es off the trail, and reflects, “I’m an alpine climber at 
heart, born in the Southeast. I think that’s why I love 
the exploration of putting up new routes so much. You 
might have to search for adventure in the South, but it’s 
definitely here.”

Brown’s list of routes on Mountain Project, “just a drop in the 
bucket” of what he’s established, is 255 strong and growing. Those in 
North Carolina’s inner circles call Brown “Mr. Clean.” He rarely just 
climbs a line, calls it an FA, and moves on. Instead, Brown scrubs 
routes, trundles loose rocks, and cleans tight, dirt-filled cracks for 
gear placements. Adhering to the staunch North Carolina style, his 
routes are almost exclusively established ground-up, mostly lead 
solo. Yet Brown will often climb through sections without fixed gear 
or a solid stance to drill, and then later rappel to place a bolt, with fu-
ture climbers’ safety in mind. If you climb the 500-foot 5.11 Permis-
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T he new Western Washington Bouldering guidebook describes Gabe Cisneros as 
“the result of a three-way between a rainbow, a desert jackrabbit, and a saguaro 
cactus.” I might also add suckerfish: Cisneros lives in the Pacific NorthWet and 

spends much of his time scrubbing mossy boulders in search of new lines. 
The cleaning comes naturally. A geologist by trade and an environmentalist at heart, Cisneros loves 

studying the outdoors, but is equally passionate about preserving it. 
Recently, Cisneros started developing boulders at Larrabee State Park near Bellingham, an hour north 

of his Seattle home. He realized that he and the other developers needed to put on the brakes and consider 
their impact. Cisneros, who has been climbing for 18 years, has seen 
how an increase in climbers to any area has a huge environmen-
tal impact, and a corresponding effect on the land managers’ view 
of climbing and climbers. He watched back in the early 2000s as 
one of Washington’s premier—and only—sport crags, Newhalem, 
was closed because of lack of permissions, and only reopened with 
much effort and lobbying from locals and the Access Fund. Now 
years the wiser, Cisneros and the other developers made a decision 
to immediately begin to work alongside the park rangers before 
spreading the word about Larrabee.

Cisneros teamed up with the Access Fund and their local affili-
ate, the Washington Climbers Coalition (WCC), and met with the 
head ranger. The park was thrilled that the climbers had been so 
proactive. The WCC agreed to establish low-impact climber trails 
to the boulders. Additionally, they offered to organize a steward-

ship project with both the park and the Access Fund Conservation 
Team, removing graffiti and litter, establishing their concern for 
the area and desire to be positive contributors.

Now, two pads on his back and a backpack in hand, Cisneros 
treads down the approach trail, his three preteen children running 
ahead, eager to point out the kid-sized problems that they estab-
lished the year previous. This, I can see, is why Cisneros cares so 
much about his public lands. We live in a crucial time in history, 
he points out: “Educate yourself. Know what your current access 
issues are, know who owns the land you climb on, and know the 
rules for those lands. Join the Access Fund and your local affiliate. 
Familiarize yourself with their work nationally and in your area.” 

If we’re careful, and committed, Cisneros’s children—and our 
own—might one day have the chance to send his project. 

The Environmentalist

From left: Gabe Cisneros, 
backwoods boulders and 

Larabee State Park developer; 
Cisneros on TK PROBLEM 

(VTK), TK PLACE;  Cisneros 
on TK PROBLEM (VTK), Lost 

Ledge, Larabee.
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sion of teaching a man to fish. In 2011, the Conservation Team pro-
gram consisted of just one team; this year, it’s three teams. 

Peterson’s trail involvement began with Volunteers for Outdoor 
Colorado shortly after she graduated from Chapman University in 
Southern California in 2002. She went on to volunteer with Jeffer-
son County Open Space (JCOS) in Golden, Colorado, where she 
met Morin, then a ranger for JCOS. Peterson worked for JCOS as a 
natural and cultural resource educator, yet continued to volunteer 
for a local state park, where she had her first brush with a visit-
ing Conservation Team. Throughout, Peterson absorbed informa-
tion on land management and access issues, and at the same time 
learned trail-building techniques.

Peterson relishes the hard work and community that conserva-
tion work builds, and takes pleasure seeing the difference people 
can make when they mobilize. With our bigger numbers come 
more erosion and foot impact, not to mention the “straight-up-to-
the-cliff” approaches better served by switchbacks. Swamped land 
managers are often unequipped to deal with these issues, making 
such work more crucial than ever. 

Peterson loves how her position on the Conservation Team has let her witness the evolution at certain 
areas. For example, during her three-year stint, Peterson returned to Broughton Bluff outside Portland, 
Oregon, each year, tackling erosion issues and making headway along the trail. She watched as the climb-
ing community in Portland—including gyms and local business—grew committed to being stewards of the 
park and forging positive relationships with the land managers. It’s a trend she’s seen nationwide. 

Now, Peterson and Morin have planted roots in North Conway, New Hampshire. Here, she serves as the 
North Country Trails Volunteer Program Supervisor for the Appalachian Mountain Club, while Morin 
works as the Northeast Regional Director for the Access Fund. Through this work, as through her work 
on the Conversation Team, Peterson instills in volunteers a sense of ownership, and the belief that many 
hands make light work.

I f you’ve climbed on a rope, you’ve probably clipped a bolt or trusted your life to 
one. Likely, it was a safe one, as you’re here, reading this. Still, most climbers don’t 
know how to inspect a bolt for safety, much less replace a bad one. The Red River 

Gorge local Blake Bowling hopes to change that.
Bowling lives in Beattyville, Kentucky, in the heart of the Red, where his love for Kentucky bourbon runs 

almost as deep as his love for climbing. And not just any kind of climbing—safe climbing.
Bowling has been climbing in the Red for over 28 years, and for more than two-thirds of that his proj-

ects have included not only 5.14 sandstone routes and big walls out 
West, but also the unending task of eradicating bad bolts from the 
world. At his home crag alone, he has established over 250 routes 
and upgraded countless bolts. “Thousands,” he says.

Back in the early 2000s, Bowling used his coding skills (he’s 
also the senior software engineer for the American Alpine Club) 
to start the website BadBolts.com, a now internationally used 
platform that crowdsources climbers to report on rusted or other-
wise sketchy hardware for public acknowledgement and, for those 
willing to do the work, replacement. He sees the site as helping 
climbers cultivate self-reliance—the ability to survey and recognize 
unreliable hardware in the field.

Bowling advocates for knowledgeable climbers. The self-reliant 
climber, in his opinion, has no excuses. She knows how to keep her-
self safe, takes care of her crags, and doesn’t assume anyone else is 
going to do the job for her—and this includes maintaining hard-
ware. It’s easy to learn how to climb these days, Bowling says, with 

the Internet, climbing gyms, and climbing magazines. There are 
holes in this curriculum, however: Climbers largely miss out on the 
apprentice-mentor experience that used to be imperative to getting 
started. We miss out on the core lessons, the ones that make us part 
of the climbing community instead of just users, observers, or ben-
eficiaries. “Find someone who knows,” Blake says, “and buy them a 
beer. Learn everything you can from them.”

BadBolts.com, Blake hopes, will bring back the self-reliant 
climber. The website is growing, and becoming a vast database. 
Additionally, organizations such as the American Safe Climbing 
Association (ASCA) and the Access Fund/American Alpine Club 
Anchor Replacement Fund, as well as local climber organizations, 
are getting hardware into the hands of rebolters. Much of the rust-
ed, old ¼” and 3/8” mank is being replaced with bomber, reliable 
½” stainless steel or even glue-ins, and it’s thanks in no small part 
to tireless advocate/volunteers like Bowling.  

If you participated in a trail-work event over the past 
few years, you likely met Amanda Peterson. For 
three years, Peterson and her husband, Mike Mo-

rin, traveled in the Access Fund’s Conservation Fund 
Jeep and trailer, providing tools, training, consulta-
tion, and leadership for volunteer stewardship efforts 
at dozens of US climbing areas. The Conservation 
Fund’s projects range from the obvious to the obsolete: 
trail building in Indian Creek, an epic trash cleanup to 
open a climbing area in Springfield, Ohio, and the re-
vitalization of urban bouldering in Southern venues 
like Moss Rock Preserve in Hoover, Alabama. 

The Conservation Team was founded in 2011 to engage commu-
nities in caring for their home crags. It comprises a pair of pro-
fessional trail builders who live on the road and attend climbing 
events, festivals, and stewardship events across the country. At 
these events, the team recruits and engages volunteers, imparting 
skills and knowledge to the community. It’s the Access Fund’s ver-

The Trail Guru

The Hardware Man

Clockwise from left: 
Blake Bowling, Red River 

Gorge bolting (and re-
bolting) master;  Bowling 

equipping Chocolate 
Myotis  (5.12a), Chocolate 
Factory; Bowling on Silky 
Smooth (5.13c), Chocolate 

Factory.

Clockwise from left: Amanda 
Peterson tweaking a landing 
at Northwest Branch, 
Maryland; in Smith Rock, 
Oregon; splitting rocks in 
Indian Creek, Utah, for 
building material.


